FLOORING ENGINEERED FOR

Health and Wellness
IN HE ALTHCARE ENVIRONMENTS

ACOUSTICS

BREATHABILITY

High noise levels worsen
patient and staff outcomes.

95% Particulate
Retention

Kinetex delivers unparalleled acoustic performance, with

Kinetex sequesters airborne particulates that trigger

one of the highest Noise Reduction Coefficients (NRC)

allergies and cause infection 95% better than hard/

and Impact Insulation Classifications (IIC) ratings of any

surface/rubber/vinyl/ceramic.

commercial flooring product.
Kinetex easily surpasses California’s 01350
requirements—the most popular U.S. standard for
evaluating and restricting VOC emissions indoors.
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ROLLER MOBILITY

COMFORT

85% of People can
Safely Push on Kinetex

Greater Comfort

Heavy hospital equipment such as hospital beds are hard

Healthcare communities promote movement. Doctors,

to push on any surface. Kinetex textile composite flooring

nurses and staff are working, walking and standing

has rolling resistance similar to hard surfaces, and the

throughout the space. Kinetex has greater potential to

same reduced pushing related injury potential as a hard

absorb energy and reduce repetitive foot stress injuries and

surface.

other injuries when compared to hard surface. This also
creates a more comfortable space for staff who stand for
long periods of time. With its thermal insulation properties,
Kinetex also provides a warmer indoor environment.

KINETEX | PUT A CORK IN IT

K I N E T E X | S T R ATA

SAFETY

ENVIRONMENTAL

46%

X27
16 oz bottles per Kinetex tile

Of people who fall on hard, shiny surfaces suffer injuries
requiring medical attention, compared to 17% of people
who fall on soft surfaces.

Kinetex contains more than 45% post-consumer recycled
Kinetex is the only wall-to-wall textile floor covering

content made from recycled PET commonly sourced from

certified as High-Traction by the National Floor Safety

plastic beverage containers. Each box of Kinetex contains

Institute. Its innovative construction creates one of

the equivalent of 492 plastic bottles and each tile contains

the most slip-resistant flooring surfaces ever tested —

the equivalent of 27 bottles.

wet or dry — to prevent falls before they happen.
At the end of its useful life – Kinetex can be recycled into
itself as easily as a plastic beverage container.
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made
for the demands
of healing
For more than 60 years, J+J
has manufactured intelligently
crafted and beautifully designed
commercial flooring. Our rich
legacy informs our approach —
creating a suite of products to
meet the unique challenges of
demanding environments.

jjflooring.com

